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Wide range of configuration and
accessory variants for all VENTO models.

PANORAMA SIDE WALL	for all VENTO types; 40 mm thick; outside: ABS;

inside 2K PU foam; 24 mm thick double-glazed safety glass

SIDE WALL INTERNALLY MIRRORED 	for all VENTO types, 5 mm toughened safety glass,
available in various colours

SIDE WALL SOLID 	for all VENTO types, available in various colours
GLASS PARTITION	for all VENTO types, to separate existing refrigerated cabinets and newly
installed AHT Multideck cabinets with safety glass for better visibility

PARTITION 	for all VENTO types, to separate existing refrigerated
cabinets and newly installed AHT Multideck cabinets

PARTITION	for all VENTO types, perspex to separate product groups within
a Multideck cabinet

SHELF (WITH SUPPORTS)

 ormal: 150 kg/m², heavy-duty 250 kg/m²; width: 1250 mm,
N
Depths: 300, 400, 500, 600 mm; Angle: 0°, 8°, 15°, 20°, 30°,
35°, 40° – customised adaptation possible

SHELF LIGHTING 	LED standard colour temperatures: 3000K (RT076), 4000K, 5000K;
SCANNER PRICE RAIL	for price labelling on shelves or foot panel; plastic; clip-in, self-adhesive;
heights: 40 mm, 60 mm; transparent & tinted

BUMPER

for protection of the foot panel; plastic, several colours

CEILING MIRROR

 mm toughened safety glass; insulated on back;
4
suitable for refrigeration class S1

DIVIDERS

to separate goods; made of sheet metal, wire or plastic

MERCHANDISE STOPPERS	to restrain goods presented at an angle; made of sheet metal, wire or plastic
MARKET LIGHT BOX	connects the VENTO refrigerated shelves to the store’s

lighting control system. The light and roller shutter of the
Vento are controlled via this interface.

DEFROST WATER PUMP

a n alternative to an on-site drain via which the defrost water can flow
away. It ensures that the defrost water is automatically pumped off.

* on request

Shelf supports
Scanner price rails
Shelves

Merchandise stoppers
Dividers

Retrofit kits

HINGED GLASS DOOR RETROFIT KIT
		

GLASS SLIDING DOOR RETROFIT KIT
		

HINGED PLASTIC DOOR
RETROFIT KIT
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_ Retrofit kit for open refrigerated shelves to save energy and
extend the temperature range to S1 (minced meat)
_ Complete with head panel, foot panel, hinges, doors and handles for
lengths 178, 250 and 375
_ Retrofit solutions for existing refrigerated cabinets on request
_ Retrofit kit for open refrigerated shelves to save energy and
extend the temperature range to M0 (packed meat, sausage)
_ Can also be pushed to the side – even beyond the ends of the shelves
(for quick filling); complete with head panel, foot panel, hinges, doors
and handles for lengths 178, 250 and 375
_ Retrofit solutions for existing refrigerated cabinets on request
_ Retrofit kit for open refrigerated shelves for maximum energy savings
_ Strong and sturdy with high impact resistance. For VENTO
Multideck and VENTO Roll-in Multideck. Retrofit solution for
existing refrigerated cabinets on request
_ Complete with head panel, foot panel, hinges, doors and handles for
lengths 178, 250 and 375

